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Abstra t. Several aspe ts may in uen e the performan e a hieved by
a lassi er reated by a Ma hine Learning system. One of these aspe ts
is related to the di eren e between the number of examples belonging to
ea h lass. When the di eren e is large, the learning system may have
diÆ ulties to learn the on ept related to the minority lass. In this
work1 , we dis uss some methods to de rease the number of examples
belonging to the majority lass, in order to improve the performan e of
the minority lass. We also propose the use of the VDM metri in order to
improve the performan e of the lassi ation te hniques. Experimental
appli ation in a real world dataset on rms the eÆ ien y of the proposed
methods.
1

Introdu tion

Supervised learning is the pro ess of automati ally reating a lassi ation model
from a set of instan es, alled the training set, whi h belong to a set of lasses.
On e a model is reated, it an be used to automati ally predi t the lass of
other un lassi ed instan e.
In other words, in supervised learning, a set of n training examples is given to
an indu er. Ea h example X is an element of the set F1  F2  : : :  Fm where Fj
is the domain of the j th feature. Training examples are tuples (X; Y ) where Y is
the label, output or lass. The Y values are typi ally drawn from a dis rete set of
lasses f1; : : : ; K g in the ase of lassi ation or from the real values in the ase
of regression. Given a set of training examples, the learning algorithm (indu er)
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outputs a lassi er su h that, given a new instan e, it a urately predi ts the
label Y .
In this work we refer to lassi ation and, for simpli ity, we onsider two
lass problems. However, the methods here des ribed an easily be adapted and
applied to problems with more than two lasses.
One of the problems in supervised learning is learning from unbalan ed training sets. For a number of appli ation domains, for instan e the diagnosti of rare
diseases, a huge disproportion in the number of ases belonging to ea h lass is
ommon. In these situations, the design of a high pre ision lassi er is straightforward: just lassifying every new ase as belonging to the majority lass. However,
a urate lassi ation of minority lass ases is frequently the major obje tive
of su h appli ations.
Many traditional learning systems are not prepared to indu e a lassi er that
a urately lassify both lasses under su h situation. Frequently the lassi er
has a good lassi ation a ura y for the majority lass, but its a ura y for the
minority lass is una eptable.
In this work we dis uss several methods for sele ting training ases labelled
with the majority lass in order to improve the lassi ation a ura y of the
minority lass. The main idea is to sele t and remove ases from the majority
lass while leaving untou hed ases from the minority lass. However, only ases
that have low in uen e on learning the majority lass on ept are removed, su h
that lassi ation a ura y of this lass is not deeply a e ted. Removing ases
from the majority lass tends to de rease the disproportion between the lasses,
and as a result, to improve the minority lass lassi ation. Sele tion methods
that fo us on de reasing the number of ases from the majority lass are known
as one-sided sele tion methods [9℄.
In this work we propose some improvements to the one-sided sele tion methods proposed in [9℄ through the use of a powerful method to measure distan e
of symboli attributes alled Value Di eren e Metri (VDM). Kubat's method
is based on instan e-based learning systems. This sort of learning systems typi ally store the training set and use a distan e metri to lassify new ases. An
Eu lidean distan e an be used to ompare examples with ontinuous attributes
values. However, whenever the dataset has symboli attributes, instan e-based
systems frequently use very simple metri s, su h as overlap metri (same attribute values have distan e equal to zero while di erent attribute values have
distan e equal to one). Metri s like overlap metri may fail to apture the omplexity of the domain, ausing an inadequate performan e of one-sided sele tion
methods.
This work is organised as follows: Se tion 2 gives a general idea of why several
learning systems are not prepared to ope with an unbalan ed dataset. Se tion 3
explains why error rate and a ura y are not good metri s to measure the performan e of learning systems trained on unbalan ed datasets, and des ribes other
metri s to substitute them. Se tion 4 des ribes the one-sided sele tion methods
and Se tion 5 brie y des ribes the VDM metri for symboli attributes. Some
initial experiments using the MineSet tool from SGI are des ribed in se tion 6,

and performan e measures are show in Se tion 7 in order to verify the e e tiveness of the proposed methods. Finally, Se tion 8 shows the on lusions of this
work.
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Why Unbalan ed Datasets Harm?

Learning from unbalan ed datasets is a diÆ ult task sin e most learning systems
are not prepared to ope with a large di eren e between the number of ases
belonging to ea h lass. However, real world problems with these hara teristi s
are ommon. Resear hers have reported diÆ ulties to learn from unbalan ed
datasets in several domains, su h as retrieving information from texts [11℄, diagnosing rare diseases [4℄, dete ting redit ard fraud operations [14℄, and others.
Why learn under su h onditions is so diÆ ult? Imagine the situation illustrated in Figure 1, where there is a large unbalan e between the majority lass
(-) and the minority lass (+). It also shows that there are some ases belonging
to the majority lass in orre tly labelled (noise). Spare ases from the minority
lass may onfuse a lassi er like k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN). For instan e, 1NN may in orre tly lassify many ases from the minority lass (+) be ause the
nearest neighbour of these ases are noisy ases belonging to the majority lass.
In a situation where the unbalan e is very high, the probability of the nearest
neighbour of a minority lass ase (+) be a ase of the majority lass (-) is near
1, and the minority lass error rate will tend to 100%, whi h is una eptable for
many appli ations.

Fig. 1. Many negative ases against some spare positive ases.

De ision trees also su er from a similar problem. In the presen e of noise,
de ision trees may be ome too spe ialised (over tting), i.e., the de ision tree
indu er may need to reate many tests to distinguish the minority lass ases (+)
from noisy majority lass ases. Pruning the de ision tree does not ne essarily
alleviate the problem. This is due to the fa t that pruning remove some bran hes
onsidered too spe ialised, labelling new leaf nodes with the dominant lass on

that node. Thus, there is a high probability that the majority lass will also be
the dominant lass of those leaf nodes.
Theoreti al analysis show that Multi-Layer Per eptron networks (MLP) approximate a posterior bayesian probability whi h is independent of prior bayesian
probability. However, empiri al analysis have shown that MLP neural networks
have diÆ ulty to learn when trained with unbalan ed datasets [1℄. A ording
to [10℄, su h disagreement between empiri al and theoreti al analysis is due
to some suppositions made in theoreti al analysis, su h as a in nite training
dataset, rea hing the global minimum while training, and others.
3

Metri s to Measure Performan e with Unbalan ed
Datasets

The error rate (E) and the a ura y (1-E) are widely used metri s for measuring
the performan e of learning systems. However, when the prior probability of
the lasses is very di erent, su h metri s might be misleading. For instan e,
it is straightforward to reate a lassi er having 90% a ura y if the dataset
has a majority lass with 90% of the total number of ases, by simply labelling
every new ase as belonging to the majority lass. Other fa tor against the use
of a ura y (or error rate) is that these metri s onsider di erent lassi ation
errors as equally important. For instan e, a si k patien e diagnosed as healthy
might be a fatal error while a healthy patien e diagnosed as si k is onsidered a
mu h less serious error sin e this mistake an be orre ted in future exams. On
domains where mis lassi ation ost is relevant, a ost matrix ould be used. A
ost matrix de nes the mis lassi ation ost, i.e. a penalty for making a mistake
for ea h di erent type of error. In this ase, the goal of the lassi er is to minimise
lassi ation ost instead of error rate.
Di erent types of errors and hits performed by a lassi er an be summarised
as a onfusion matrix. Table 1 illustrates a onfusion matrix for two lasses.

Positive Predi tion Negative Predi tion
Positive Class True Positive (a) False Negative (b)
Negative Class False Positive ( ) True Negative (d)

Table 1. Di erent types of errors and hits for a two lasses problem.

From su h matrix it is possible to extra t a number of metri s to measure
b) and a ura y
the performan e of learning systems, su h as error rate (a+(b+
+ +d)
(a+d)
. Other two metri s dire tly measure the lassi ation error rate on
(a+b+ +d)
the positive and negative lass:
{ False negative rate: a+b b is the per entage of positive ases mis lassi ed as
belonging to the negative lass;

{ False positive rate: +d is the per entage of negative ases mis lassi ed as
belonging to the positive lass.
Figure 2 shows a ommon relationship among error rate, false positive rate
and false negative rate. This analysis aimed to identify fraudulent redit ard
transa tions (minority lass, represented as negative lass) into valid transa tions
(majority lass, represented as positive lass). Chan and Stolfo trained the C4.5
learning system [12℄ with di erent lass distributions in the training lass (the
test lass distribution was kept untou hed) [5℄. The hart begins with a training
set onsisting of 90% of ases from the majority lass. The proportion of minority
lass ases is in reased by 10% at ea h iteration. This in rease in the number of
minority lass ases in the training set auses an improvement in the lassi ation
of ases from this lass. However, the lassi ation a ura y for the majority lass
de reased. The error rate on the test set, on the other hand, in reased in uen ed
by the bad performan e of the majority lass, whi h dominates the test set.

Fig. 2. Error rates with di erent lass distributions in the training lass.

This experiment showed a de rease in the majority lass a ura y as more
ases from the minority lass were added to the training set. In real situations,
when it is diÆ ult to nd more ases of the minority lass, a more suitable
solution is to remove majority lass ases, in order to get a more balan ed distribution among the lasses. However, a question stands: is it possible to redu e
the number of the majority lass ases without loosing too mu h performan e
on the majority lass? This is the main obje tive of one-sided sele tion.
4

One-sided Sele tion

The problem of unbalan ed datasets has been studied and some solutions have
been proposed. One of them, one-sided sele tion [9℄ proposes a areful removal

of ases belonging to the majority lass while leaving untou hed all ases from
the minority lass, be ause su h ases are too rare to be lost, even though some
of them might be noise. Su h areful removal onsists of dete ting and removing
ases onsidered less reliable, using some heuristi s. These heuristi s an be
better understood by dividing the ases into four distin t groups:
1. Mislabelled ases (noise). For instan e, the majority lass ases (-) lo ated
in the left region of Figure 1;
2. Redundant ases. Su h ases might be represented by other ases that are
already in the training set. For instan e, the ases that are far from the
de ision border, like those lo ated on the right top region of Figure 1;
3. Cases lose to the de ision border (borderlines). These ases are quite unreliable sin e even a small quantity of noise an move them to the wrong side
of the de ision border;
4. Safe ases. Those ases that are neither too lose to the de ision border nor
are too far from it. These ases should be kept for learning.
The one-sided sele tion te hnique aims to reate a training set onsisting of
safe ases. In order to a hieve that, noisy, borderline and redundant majority
lass ases should be eliminated.
Borderline and noisy ases an be dete ted by Tomek links [15℄. Given the
ases x and y belonging to di erent lasses and be d(x; y ) the distan e between
x and y . A (x; y ) pair is alled a Tomek link if there is not a ase z , su h that
d(x; z ) < d(x; y ) or d(y; z ) < d(y; x). Cases that are Tomek links are borderline
or noise. Figure 3 illustrates a dataset obtained by the removal of the majority
lass ases (see Figure 1) that formed Tomek links.

Fig. 3. Dataset without noisy and borderline ases.

Redundant ases an be deleted by nding a onsistent subset. By de nition,
a onsistent subset C  S is onsistent with S if, using a 1-nearest neighbour
(1-NN), C orre tly lassify the ases in S [7℄. An algorithm to reate a subset
C from S is the following: First, randomly draw one majority lass ase and all

ases from the minority lass and put these ases in C . Afterwards, use a 1-NN
over the ases in C to lassify the ases in S . Every mis lassi ed ase from S
is moved to C . It is important to note that this pro edure does not nd the
smallest onsistent subset from S . Figure 4 shows the dataset (see Figure 1)
after the removal of redundant ases from the majority lass.

Fig. 4. Dataset without redundant ases.
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The VDM Metri

In [13℄ a powerful method to measure distan e of symboli attributes alled
Value Di eren e Metri (VDM) is presented. In ontrast to simpler methods,
for instan e the overlap metri , whi h measure the distan e between symboli
attributes by just verifying if the attribute has the same value (distan e equals
to 0) or not (distan e equals to 1). The VDM metri onsiders the lassi ation
similarity for ea h possible value of an attribute to al ulate the distan es between these values. As a result, a matrix of distan es is reated from the training
set for ea h attribute. The distan e d between two values for a ertain symboli
attribute V is de ned by:
n C
d(V1 ; V2 ) =
j C1i CC2i jk
1
2
i=1
In this equation, V1 and V2 are two values assumed by the attribute V . n is
the number of lasses in the dataset and C1i is the number of ases belonging to
the lass i whose attribute V assumed the value V1 . C1 is the total number of
ases whose attribute V assumed the value V1 and k is a onstant, frequently 1.
The VDM metri onsiders two values to be similar if they o ur with almost identi al relative frequen ies for all lasses. The ratio CC11i represents the
probability of a ase to be lassi ed as belonging to the lass i given that the
attribute V has the value V1 .
The VDM metri , used in this work, has the following hara teristi s:

X

1.
2.
3.
4.
6
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Initial Experiments

An initial investigation about the behaviour of one-sided sele tion methods was
arried out using the Breast Can er dataset from the UCI repository [4℄. This
dataset allows to visualise in three dimensions two luster of ases that represent
the lasses an er=malignant and an er=benign. The following attributes were
used as axes in the visualisation: lump thi kness, uniformity of ell size and
bare nu lei. Figure 5 shows the original dataset visualised through the Mineset
tool from SGI.

Fig. 5. Original Breast Can er dataset.

First of all, ases belonging to the an er=benign lass (represented by light
olour) that formed Tomek links were removed, sin e this lass has some sparely
distributed ases that might be noise. Afterwards, a onsistent subset of the
ases belonging to the an er=malignant lass (represented by dark olour) was
found, sin e this lass have some ases far from the border. Figure 6 shows the
dataset after the appli ation of one-sided sele tion methods.
7

Experimental Results

Some experiments were ondu ted to verify whether one-sided sele tion is able
to improve the lassi ation of the minority lass in unbalan ed datasets. The

Fig. 6. Breast Can er dataset without redundant, borderline and noisy ases.

C5.0 learning system and the Hepatitis dataset from UCI [4℄ were used for these
experiments. The Hepatitis dataset has 155 ases with 123 ases (79,3%) belonging to the lass live and 32 ases (20,6%) belonging to the lass die. Also the
Hepatitis dataset has both numeri and symboli attributes whose distan e was
omputed using the VDM metri . These experiments were performed with the
aid of the AMPSAM environment [2, 3℄ to fa ilitate performan e measures.
The hepatitis dataset is know by the Ma hine Learning ommunity for its difulty to produ e good performan e results. A ording to [8℄, very few learning
systems obtained an a ura y higher than two per ent points over the baseline
a ura y, i.e., an a ura y two per ent points over 79,3%.
C5.0 performan e was measured on the original dataset with all ases (a); on
the dataset without noisy and borderline ases removed by Tomek links (b); on
the dataset without redundant ases removed by reating a onsistent subset ( );
on the dataset without noisy, borderline and redundant ases (d); and, nally,
on the dataset without some majority lass ases removed randomly (e). The
error rates were measured using the 3-fold ross validation resampling method.
The number of partitions k = 3 was hosen be ause there are very few minority
lass ases and higher k values might lead to high varian e results. To on rm
these results, 3-fold ross validation was applied 3 times. Sin e the results were
similar, only the results of one of these experiments is shown in Table 2. The
olumn N shows the number of examples in the training set (majority/minority
lass). F n and F p are the false negative and false positive rates, respe tively.
Columns Æ (F n) and Æ (F p) are the standard deviation for the false negative and
false positive rates, respe tively.
Comparing ases b and a using the standard hypothesis testing model the
di eren e is signi ant for the minority lass although not degrading signi antly

N F n  (F n) F p  (F p)
a 80/23 10% 5,8% 62% 5,1%
b 70/23 15% 4,0% 43% 11,7%
62/23 13% 8,6% 57% 11,7%
d 55/23 28% 4,5% 29% 7,9%
e 50/23 9% 2,6% 57% 17,4%
Table 2. Error rates and standard deviation.

for the majority lass. Comparing ases d and a as well as d and e there is a
signi ant improvement for the minority lass but there is also a signi ant
degradation for the majority lass.
The results obtained suggest that one-sided sele tion an e e tively de rease
the error rate of the lass die (minority lass), spe ially when Tomek links are
used (b and d). However, the random sele tion method (whi h does not use any
heuristi ) obtained some results omparable to the sele tion through onsistent
subsets method. Even though random sele tion does not apply any heuristi , it
has the merit of removing the ases with equal probability. Probably, random sele tion is the method that auses the smallest hange in the dataset distribution,
omparing with the methods used in this work. There may exist other reasons
for this e e t, su h as: most of the UCI datasets have already been arefully
analysed before being made available in the repository. During these analysis,
many borderline, noisy and redundant ases might have been removed, de reasing the e e tiveness of the heuristi s onsidered in this work. Another reason
ould be that minority lass ases were left untou hed, even though there might
be noisy minority lass ases. This de ision was taken due to the ne essity of
keeping all the few ases belonging to the minority lass. However, noise present
in the minority lass ases an redu e the lassi ation a ura y. In this work,
only majority lass ases forming Tomek links were removed. However, Tomek
links might be related to noisy ases from the minority lass. By only removing
majority lass ases forming Tomek links, minority lass noisy ases may not
be removed. Moreover, important majority lass ases may be removed. Sin e
minority lass ases are pre ious, an improvement to the urrent method is to
distinguish between noisy and borderline ases. Unfortunately, Tomek links do
not o er a safe method to distinguish su h types of ases and other methods
should be investigated.
8

Con lusions

Datasets with a large di eren e between the number of ases belonging to ea h
lass are ommon in Ma hine Learning. For those datasets, it may be trivial to
produ e a lassi er that performs very well on the majority lass ases. However, a urately lassify the ases of the minority lass is mu h more diÆ ult
to a hieve. Several pra titioners have been solving this problem by repli ating
(sometimes with little noise) minority lass ases. However, this te hnique poten-

tially introdu es bias in the dataset. One-sided sele tion does a areful removal
of majority lass ases, aiming to balan e the number of ases of ea h lass. This
work shows some results that seem to suggest the e e tiveness of this te hnique
whi h is a tually being implemented as part of a omputational system for data
pre-pro essing. In future works, we will look for new heuristi s to dis riminate
between borderline and noisy ases in order to sele t and remove noisy minority
lass ases. Also, we will look for new heuristi s to sele t majority lass ases.
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